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B A C K YA R D C O L L E C T I O N

Welcome

Make the most of your hot tub
investment. Transform your backyard
or patio into an inviting outdoor
room where you can share memories
with friends and family. Beautiful
accessories from the Jacuzzi
Backyard Collection are the key.
You will find a cornucopia of “must
have” items including coordinating
steps, relaxing stools, convenient
tables, private gazebos, luxurious
apparel, accent lighting and
even barbecues to make the
summertime or anytime party
complete. It’s about adding the
aesthetic touches and functional
comforts that embody the Jacuzzi
hot tub lifestyle.
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New Surroundings

1

A

synthetic surround is a natural addition to your spa experience. Various step, bar, and
table sizes are available for creating a surround for any need and taste. Three suggested

synthetic surrounds have been specially designed for most J-300 Series spas. Refer to the
chart on the back of the catalog for part numbers for Suggested Synthetic Surround options
for most J-300 Series spas.
SYNTHETIC SURROUNDS
Suggested Synthetic Surrounds
1. Full Step Surround
Steps perimeter 3 sides of the spa in a Full Step
Surround. (Pictured above)
2. Step with Table Surround
The Step with Table Surround circles 3 sides of the
spa. Two sides of the spa feature steps and a third
side includes a table with (2) 18” (45.7 cm) stools.
Tables have latticed legs.
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3. Step & Bar Surround
The Step and Bar Surround features steps in front of
the spa, a corner step and a bar on an adjacent side.
Bars attach to the spa with corbels. Includes (2) 18”
(45.7 cm) stools. (corner step not shown).


Synthetic Accessories

1

A

hot tub is just the beginning, really. After all, owning a
Jacuzzi® hot tub is a way of life, not simply a product. In

the world of Jacuzzi Accessories, you’ll find an abundance of
products that complement and heighten your spa experience.
From covers to steps, stools to cleaners, robes to lights and
2

more, Jacuzzi Accessories gives you the emotional and practical
comforts that embody the Jacuzzi lifestyle. Minimum assembly
required
SYNTHETIC ACCESSORIES
The Synthetic Accessories program offers surround options, planters,
stools and steps. Created using the same advanced material used on all
of our hot tub cabinets- these products are impervious to weather and
its destructive forces. The result? You indulge in our accessories without
worrying about maintenance. Products are available in Red (R), Gray (G)
and Blonde (B). Minimum assembly required.
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1. Synthetic Steps
Our synthetic steps are a perfect and easy way to enter and exit any
spa. Offered in 5 different lengths and a corner step, all synthetic
steps have a height of 14” (35.5 cm) and depth of 21” (53 cm). Minimum
assembly required.
6473-501 (R, G, B): 21” (53 cm) Step
6473-502 (R, G, B): 24” (61 cm) Step
6473-503 (R, G, B): 30” (76 cm) Step
6473-504 (R, G, B): 36” (91 cm) Step
6473-505 (R, G, B): 48” (122 cm) Step
6473-506 (R, G, B): Corner Step
2. 36” Synthetic Single Riser Step
The 36” (91cm) long synthetic single riser step is perfect for smaller, shorter
spas such as the J-325 and J-315. Easy assembly.
6473-508 (R, G, B)
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3. Synthetic Tables
Synthetic Tables feature attractive latticed sides and are available in 2
length sizes depending on size of hot tub. Synthetic tables are perfect for
placement beside the hot tub for refreshments. Attachment to the spa is
suggested. Tables have a height of 31-1/2” (80 cm) and a depth of 22”
(56 cm).
6473-300 (R, G, B): 36” (91 cm) Table
6473-301 (R, G, B): 48” (122 cm) Table

4. Synthetic Square Stools
Sitting either 18” (45.7 cm) or 24” (61 cm) high, our synthetic
stools present an attractive square seat. For use with a table
or bar.
6472-813 (R, G, B): 18” Square Stool
6472-817 (R, G, B): 24” Square Stool
5. Synthetic Square Planter
Complement the plants surrounding your spa with our
handsome synthetic square planters. Size: 12” Length x 12”
Width x 12” Height (30.5 cm x 30.5 cm x 30.5 cm).
6473-509 (R, G, B)
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6. Synthetic Privacy Screen
Three-panel privacy screens have a height of 6’ (1.8 m)
Screens have latticed top sections with solid bottom
sections. If desired, 1-panel add-ons are available to
make longer privacy screens.
6473-376 (R, G, B): 3-Panel Synthetic Privacy Screen
6473-378 (R, G, B): 1-Panel Synthetic Screen Add-on
7. SmartStep
The SmartStep is made of durable plastic material with
UV shielding to maintain strength and color. Made for
round and square spas, both top and bottom treads
can be reversed for multiple options. This step features
a non-slip surface. Available in 3 colors, Redwood (R),
Portobello (P), Birchwood (B) - Portobello is a gray color.
Dimensions: 36” Length x 24” Depth x 16” Height (91 cm x
61 cm x 40.6 cm).
6473-038 (R, P, B)
8. Handi-Step
The Handi Step is constructed of sturdy long lasting
plastic and has a weight limit of 300 lbs. The Handi-Step
is constructed with sturdy, long-lasting plastic to provide
easy entrance into your spa and lasts for years to come.
Handi-steps are available for square and round hot tubs.
Length: 30” (76 cm), Height: 14” (35.5 cm)
6473-100 (R, G, B): 30” Handi-Step
6473-099 (R, G): Handi-Step for Round Spas
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9. DuraStep
The DuraStep is an ideal 34” (86.4 cm) step with a
12” (30.5 cm) non-slip tread. Ideal for large and small
spas. Durable plastic material with UV shielding –
maintaining strength and color. Available in Redwood
(R), Portobello (P), Birchwood (B) - Portobello is a gray
color. Dimension: 34” Length x 24” Depth x 16” Height
(86.3 cm x 61 cm x 40.6 cm).
6473-039 (R, P, B)



SunBriteTV

1

T

he SunBriteTV is perfect for any outdoor situation. Whether soaking in your hot tub,
relaxing in your lawn chair or cooking up a delicious barbeque, the SunBriteTV is

adaptable to any backyard event. Attach the TV to an outdoor gazebo or room, or bolt
down to your patio or deck. Rain or shine, this weather-proof TV has been designed to
perform in the harshest of climates. Fully compatible with cable, satellite, DVD players or
computers, it has an operating temperature of 10˚ to 122˚ F (12˚ to 50˚ C). The SunBriteTV has an internal thermostaticallycontrolled heater that activates automatically when the internal
temperature sensor reads 32˚ F or lower.
1. 20” SunBriteTV
The 20” (50.8 cm) SunBrite TV is a 1000-nit Super-Bright, UL Approved,
all weather, outdoor unit and includes a water-resistant Remote Control.
Optional accessories are available: 25’ (7.6 m) extension cable for the
external power pack, a pole/deck mount for installation for the deck or
lawn, and outdoor screen nylon dust cover.
2

2. 32” SunBriteTV
The super-bright 800-nits screen 32” (81.3 cm) SunBriteTV includes a tabletop stand and water-resistant remote control. It is HDTV compatible, UL
Approved, all-weather and enclosed to protect internal components from
rain, dirt, insects and scratches.
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ITEM NO.:

DESCRIPTION;

20” SunBriteTV
6473-351 (US & Canada)
6473-351E (Export, PAL Version)

20” SunBriteTV LCD Screen with Articulating Wall Mount

6473-353

20” TV Pole/Deck Mount

6473-350

20” Outdoor Screen Nylon Dust Cover

6473-017

20” TV RF Wireless Audio Transmitter (attaches
SunSound Stereo)

6473-355

20” TV Showroom Display Stand (must also order Pole/Deck Mount; for showroom
display only, not for resale)

6473-352

25’ Extension Cable for 20” TV external Power Pack (TV comes with a 6’ cord from
the external power pack to an outlet)

to the

TV and allows you to use your

32” SunBriteTV
6473-019 (US & Canada)

32” SunBriteTV LCD Screen with Table-top Stand (8’ power cord)

6473-020

32” TV Pole/Deck Mount (must also order Ariculating Wall Mount)

6473-021

32” TV Articulating Wall Mount

6473-018

32” Outdoor Screen Nylon Dust Cover

6473-023

32” TV RF Wireless Audio Transmitter (attaches to the TV and allows you to use your
SunSound Stereo)


Gazebos
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A

Jacuzzi gazebo or pergola transforms your spa into a private oasis of relaxation,
rejuvenation and pleasure while sheltering you and your family from the harsh elements

of the outside world. Jacuzzi offers comprehensive and diverse gazebos and pergolas in
various sizes, designs and colors, ideal for any hot tub owner. For all gazebos and pergolas,
refer to the chart on the back of the catalog for part numbers.
GAZEBOS
1. Las Brisas Synthetic Gazebo
Louvered windows are on 2 sides of the Las Brisas. A wide,
open entry area is in the front and a bar section is on the 4th
side. Metal roofs are powder-coated to prevent rusting and are
available in 2 colors, Red (R) and Gray/Green (G). Smoky-ash
colored skylight. Gazebo base is available in:
10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m) and 10’ x 12’ (3.0 m x 3.7 m) in 3
colors, Red (R), Gray (G) and Blonde (B). Gazebo base and roof
are ordered separately. 24” (61cm) synthetic stools are also
available separately.
2

2. Lattice Wood Gazebo
The 8’ x 8’ (2.4 m x 2.4 m) Latticed Gazebo is made of 100%
Redwood. Designed for beauty and economy this gazebo
is ideal for smaller and round hot tubs. Latticed panels
surround the gazebo on 3 sides with an open entry area in
the front. A lattice, slatted roof is included. Colors available
are Sierra (S), Coastal (C) and No Stain (N).
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3. Solara Synthetic Gazebo
The wide-louvered Solara Synthetic Gazebo is 8’ x 8’ (2.4
m x 2.4 m) and available in 2 colors: Red (R) and Gray
(G). Heavy wide-louvered windows are on two sides, an
attached bar on a third side and an entry is on the 4th side.
Includes 3 heavy-duty stools for the bar.
4. El Cajon Synthetic Gazebo
The El Cajon is a fully enclosed synthetic gazebo featuring
4 walls with smoky-ash sliding windows. A 2-panel door
in the front includes a lock and keys to ensure privacy. A
powder-coated metal roof showcases a skylight. Gazebo
base and roof are ordered separately. Gazebo bases are
available in 10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m) and 10’ x 12’ (3.0 m x
3.7 m) in 3 colors, Red (R), Gray (G) and Blonde (B). Metal
roofs are available in 2 colors, Red (R) and Gray/Green (G).
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5. Lattice Wood Gazebo
The 10’ x 14’ (3.0 m x 4.3 m) Lattice wood gazebo is 100%
Redwood. The 14’ side features an opening and a bar
section for refreshments, towels and toys. Three sides are
enclosed by lattice paneling. A powder-coated metal roof
is included as well as 2 wood stools. Perfect for backyard
entertaining, this 10’ x 14’ wood gazebo has enough room
for tables and chairs as well as a hot tub. Colors available are
Sierra (S), Coastal (C) and No Stain (N).
6. Enclosed Wood Gazebo
The 10’ x 14’ (3.0 m x 4.3 m) Fully Enclosed Wood Gazebo
is the ultimate in backyard rooms. Able to fit a hot tub and
tables and chairs, this gazebo is enclosed to allow privacy.
Also included are a powder-coated metal roof, rounded
corners, high impact-windows and a double hinged door
with locks. Colors available are Sierra (S), Coastal (C) and
No Stain (N).
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Pergolas
1. Sonoma Pergola
The Sonoma Pergola is a 14’ x 14’ (4.3 m x 4.3 m) attractive cedar
gazebo featuring an arched lattice roof. Optional 14’ wall sections
with 4 panels for privacy and stucco-clad pedestal post bases are
options. Perfect as outdoor room area.
2. Sierra Pergola
A cedar pergola, the Sierra dimensions are 10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m)
with a lattice roof. Optional 10’ (3.0 m) add-on sections for a bigger
pergola are available as well as 10’ wall sections for privacy.
(Pictured left).
3. Tuscany Pergola
The Tuscany is an open air Pergola that doubles as an outdoor
great room. The Tuscany Pergola is defined by the classic columnand-beam arbor design. Weatherproof, with heavy-duty trellis
and metal frame columns. Material is made of reinforced resin
with fiberglass construction contributing to a realistic wood and
stone finish. Outside dimensions are 14’ x 14’ (4.3 m x 4.3 m).
Inside dimensions are: 7’3” x 7’3” (2.2 m x 2.2 m).
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Cleaners

1

Y

ou deserve the best water. Our offering of filters, sanitizers,
ozone systems and cleaners ensure that each immersion in

your hot tub is an encounter with water purity perfection. Pamper
your skin with our reliable, easy to use products.
OZONE SYSTEMS

1

1

1. Ozones
Ozone is the most powerful oxidizer available. Corona Discharge (CD)
produces ozone that instantly destroys bacteria from your spa water,
preventing unwanted residue in your spa and minimizing sulfur odors. The
ozone systems reduce the need for chemical sanitizers and are designed
specifically to be compatible with our control systems. The ozone-ready
plumbing system exclusive to all Jacuzzi hot tub models manufactured 2005
and later is uniquely designed to provide the maximum amount of ozone
concentration using our CD units. Refer to chart on the back of the catalog for
suggested Ozone System for all spa models and electrical requirements.
6473-122: 110V CD Chip Ozone, 35 mg
6473-123: 110V CD Ozone, 50 mg
6473-124: 220V CD Ozone, 50 mg
6473-125: 220V CD Ozone, 250 mg
6473-126 : 220V CD Chip Ozone, 35 mg

CLEANERS
2

3

2. ProCatch Polishing Filter Bag
Removes sand and particles from the bottom of the spa during jet pump
operation. For use with the J-400 Series hot tubs.
20076-001: J-480, J-470 Bag
6540-496: J-460 Bag
3. ProClear Mineral Spa Sanitizer
The ProClear mineral spa sanitizer is an alternative to chlorine when used in
combination with MPS. The ProClear cartridge snaps into the filter lid hot tubs
manufactured in 2005 and later. It reduces potential for unpleasant odors and
scum lines. ProClear spa sanitizer can be used with your ozone system and
lasts up to 4 months. Not available in Canada or Europe. ProClear requires
only a small maintenance dose of non-chlorine ozxidizer and should not be
mixed with Bromine and bromides. The ProClear cartridge is not compatible
with Biguanides such as SoftSoak™ or Baqua™.
2890-185

4. First Step Clean-N-Fill Pre-Filter
The First Step Clean-N-Fill has 5 stages of filtration, uses ion
exchange resins, and also purifies. It is equipped to handle
extremely hard, dirty water and connects to a standard garden
hose. Each filter is good for 3 fills.
6473-127
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5. ProClear System (J-300 Series)
Delivers the ultimate in pure water. Two 60 sq. ft. SmartFilters
drive the system. One filter is dedicated to the 24-hour
circulation system pump, turning the water over an average
of 25 times each day. The second filter works during normal
use for maximum purification. The SmartFilter has a unique
SmartCartridge that clicks on to the twist off cap of the filter.
Simply twist open the filter cap, insert the SmartCartridge for
use with the scentscollection™ aromatherapy tablets, Bromine
tablets or, click on the ProClear Mineral Spa Sanitizer.
6000-383 Filter with removable cap
6. ProClear Micro Filter Cartridges
The ProClear II (standard on J-400 Series) and ProClear Micro
5
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(upgrade for J-300 Series) filters contain Microban™, an
antimicrobial agent that inhibits the growth of bacteria that can
cause stains, odors, and fouling of the filter. It is an integral part
of the filter media. It will not wash out or degrade. It will remain
active during the life of the filter.
20086-001: J-480, J-470
6540-498: J-460
6541-383MB: J-300 Series
7. Palintest Chemical Reader
The Palintest Chemical reader measures chlorine, pH and
alkalinity. This easy and safe product gives digital readings.
6473-290: Handheld Chemical Reader
6473-288: Reagent Refills
8. Spa Vacuum
The spa vacuum removes sand and other debris from the
inside of your spa. Included attachments are a slide-on brush,
wide-end nozzle, a skimmer, and dual-end nozzle. Wall Mount
also included.
6473-011
9. Nature2 Test Strips
The Nature2 test strips are easy to use. Simply dip the test strip
in your spa water, swirl 3 times, and read levels immediately.
The test strips measure levels of monopersulfate (MPS),
alkalinity and pH.
6473-286
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10. MicroFiber Pre-filter
The Microfiber disposable filter reduces total dissolved
solids (TDS) from your water and increases the quality of
your spa water. Our Pre-filter is 90% efficient and removes
the following contaminants: dirt, sediment, rust, and calcium.
Attach the pre-filter to the end of any garden hose and begin
the fill… easy & simple! One
pre-filter is good for 1200 gallons or 2-3 fills.
6473-364
9
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Accessories

1

Y

ou have your Jacuzzi hot tub. The foundation of your
extraordinary lifestyle is in place. Now fill in the details with a

diverse line of products in our Complements Collection. Let Jacuzzi
accessories expand the horizon of your spa ownership experience.
COMPLEMENTS COLLECTION
1. Jacuzzi Towels
When your dip in the spa is done, bask in the comfort and elegance of plush
Jacuzzi towels. Available in 4 colors.
2472-200: Silver Towel w/Silver Logo
2472-201: Blue Towel w/Silver Logo
2472-202: Natural Towel w/Blue Logo
2472-204: Bluegrass Towel w/Silver Logo

2

2. Safe-T-Rail
The Safe-T-Rail helps you enter and exit any spa. The Safe-T-Rail has a
slip-free, black foam grip, attaches to the spa, and constructed from black,
powder-coated, rust-free aluminum. Length: 48” (121.9 cm), width: 16”
(40.6 cm). Optional Rail stand which slides under the spa is available and
sold separately.
6473-037: Safe-T-Rail
6473-036: Stand for Safe-T-Rail
3. Towel Warmer & Refrigerator
An attractively-designed unit, the top portion serves as a towel warmer
with a heater. Up to 4 towels can be stored and heated while owners are
enjoying their hot tub. The bottom section is a refrigerator in which to
store refreshments. The top of the unit is a table top creating a serving
station for drinks and snacks. For a larger table top area, simply unfold the
table extensions attached to the countertop. Available in stainless steel
and white.
NEW Item, part number TBD
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4. Jacuzzi Deluxe Robe
Wrap yourself up in the warmth of a Jacuzzi robe. This beautiful
kimono-style robe adds a comfortable and warm ending to
your spa experience.
2472-203
5. SpaBoost
Enjoy any seat in your spa, regardless of height. The SpaBoost
is a soft cushion that adheres to your spa with suction cups.
Additional pads must be used for quarite spas.
2472-500: SpaBoost
6455-003: Pads for Quarite spas (set of 4)
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6. Rubber Ducks
These friendly, colorful ducks keep all entertained. Choose
from the traditional yellow duck or the blue duck with a
blinking LED light.
2472-230: Yellow Rubber Ducks
2472-501: Blinking Blue Rubber Duck
7. AquaSound Remote
The floating AquaSound Waterproof Wireless Audio Remote
lets you control the AquaSound Stereo without leaving the
comfort of your spa seat. Replacement option. The AquaSound
Remote is included when you purchase an AquaSound Sterio
with your hot tub
6472-274
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8. Stainless Steel Cup
Give your refreshment a happy home with our sturdy, stainless
steel cup.
2472-208
9. French Colonial Lamp
The innovative and elegant French Colonial Lamp stands regal
to give you the essence of an English Garden. At a height of 90”
(228.6 cm), the lamp gives you the beauty and charm of real
gas light for up to 20 hours. (Gas tank not included)
LGL-FC
10. Towel Tree
Our redwood towel trees stand 5’ (1.5 m) tall with four hangers
to keep your towels and robes high and dry. Available in Coastal
(C), Sierra (S) or No Stain (N).
6472-617 (C, S, N)
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11. Cantilevered Umbrella
The Cantilevered Umbrella features a large 10 ft. (3.0 m) canopy
providing shade and privacy while in your spa or backyard.
Available in 3 attractive canopy colors: Green (G), Navy (N) and
Beige (B). Metal parts are powder-coated to resist peeling,
flaking and chipping. Umbrella easily swings away from your
spa. Includes criss-cross feet for a base that must be attached
to the ground or deck.
6473-015 (G, N, B)
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12. Santa Fe Fire Pit
The Santa Fe Fire Pit has a 36” (91.4 cm) diameter. Sculpted
logs and lava rocks are included. Burner and log assembly let
you create your own campfire without the danger of sparks.
Smoke-free with no messy ashes. Safety tested for decks,
carpet patios and UL Listed. Propane tank no included.
SantaFe36
13. 24” Cook Number Stainless Steel Grill
The Fire Stone 24” (61.0 cm) Grill features the Cook Number
system. With the Cook Number system you can cook like
a pro. Ten precision settings let you grill, sear, roast, and
even bake, anything. Convection currents superheat the air,
moving the heat to cook your meat to perfection. Double
wall-stainless steel keeps the heat in. The exclusive built-in
monitoring system tells you when your food is perfectly done.
Optional Stainless Steel Stand available and sold separately.
LG24I: 24” Cook Number Grill
LDC24: Stainless Steel Stand for 24” Cook Number Grill
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14. Spa Pad
With the spa pad, the installation revolution is extraordinarily
simple: Four hi-tech Polyethelene pads replace concrete for
the spa foundation. Each pad is 50” x 50” x 3” (127.0 cm x
127.0 cm x 7.6 cm), and available in Red and Gray. Four pads
are needed for most spas. For proper installation, a 10’ x 10’
(3.0 m x 3.0 m) area cleared from debris, lawn and shrubery
must be adhered to.
6473-118: Set of 2 Red Spa Pads
6473-119: Set of 2 Gray Spa Pads
15. SpaCaddy
The SpaCaddy mounts to virtually any spa and serves as a
spa side tray for refreshments and towels. Its center pivot
design allows SpaCaddy to swing in or out of the spa. Made
of reinforced, weather resistant plastic and equipped with
stainless steel upright post. Length: 27” (68.6 cm), width: 19”
(48.3 cm).
6473-035
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Scents Collection

JACUZZI® SCENTS COLLECTION
Aromatherapy has come to Jacuzzi Hot Tubs! Tablets designed to fit into the chemical/fragrance
dispenser encapsulates long-lasting fragrance that are released in the air only when the water
permeates the tablet. Available in 6 delightful scents, eucalyptusmint, lavenderfields, hawaiianblue,
tropicalrain, honeymango and greentea.
How it Works:
The scentscollection uses nanotechnology, the science of using very tiny particles,
such as microspheres. Encapsulated in a tablet, the microspheres or beads are
bursting with fragrance.
Simply drop a tablet into the fragrance/chemical dispenser included with each hot
tub’s warranty pack. Snap in the fragrance/chemical dispenser into the jet pump filter
lid of Jacuzzi hot tubs manufactured in 2005 or later. Turn on the jet pumps and when
water comes in contact with the tablets begin to experience aromatherapy in your
Jacuzzi hot tub. (For aromatherapy dispenser filter lid, please
see page 14, item #5).
2472-241: hawaiianblue™
2472-242: lavenderfields™
2472-243: eucalyptusmint™
2472-244: honeymango™
2472-245: tropicalrain™
2472-246: greentea™
2472-673 Dispenser
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Cover Lifters

B

enefit from the no-hassle and high-quality cover lifter
products from Jacuzzi. Spa covers protect your investment

by insulating to save energy, keeping your spa water clean and
adding a measure of safety. Our cover lifters handle spa covers
with simplicity and ease. Installation is minimal and material
construction provides strength. A cover lifter is available for
virtually any spa, large or small, square or round!
COVER ACCESSORIES
1

2

1. CoverMate I
Remove your spa cover with ease. The CoverMate I only has one moving
part and a built-in stop mechanism so installation is simple and fast. The
CoverMate I is a manual lift and has proven to be absolutely trouble-free.
As little as 10” (25.4 cm) clearance behind the spa is needed. Fits up to 8’
(2.4 m) spas.
6473-025: CoverMate I Standard for all models except J-210, J-400 Series .
2. CoverMate III
The CoverMate III has gas shock mechanisms which makes opening
covers effortless. The large aluminum mounting brackets, tubing and
full bar construction provide superior strength. The break-proof locking
system prevents inadvertent losing of cover and eliminates broken shock
problems. Ideal for spas housed in gazebos or when space behind spa is
limited.
6473-027: CoverMate III (Shock) for all models except J-210, J-470, J-480
6473-028: CoverMate III (Shock) J-470, J-480 only
6472-948: Bracket for J-460; must be ordered with the CoverMate III
(6473-027)

3. CoverMate Freestyle
The CoverMate Freestyle gives you a convenient way to
handle the round spa covers on round spas such as the J-210.
A smart mount base system allows you to use the weight of
the spa to hold the lift device in place. Back clearance on
this lift is 20” (50.8 cm). The Freestyle positions the cover
away from the spa allowing full use of the spa and provides
additional privacy for the spa user.
6473-040
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4. Spa Cover Protector
The Spa Cover Protector is the solution to keeping your spa
cover in tip-top shape. Made of polyester mesh, with 6.5”
(16.5 cm) deep pockets and elastic around the edges, 2 sizes
fit 7’ (2.1 m) and 8’ (2.4 m) hot tubs. It is intended to be used
for winterizing a spa or in places that debris can accumulate.
Simply pull off your cover protector and your cover is free of
debris. The spa cover protector is washable and dryer safe.
Perfect for use in wooded areas or in leafy backyards.
6473-016: Cover Protector for 8’ hot tubs
6473-024: Cover Protector for 7’ ft. hot tubs
5. Cover 303 Protectant
This special cover cleaner protects and renews the natural
luster and texture of your spa cover.
6472-044
6. Cover Secure
Protect your loved ones with a Cover Security System.
These nylon reinforced straps lock into place over your
cover to prevent unwanted access and keep out the
elements. The Cover Secure system’s heavy-duty nylon
straps lock into place over your cover, safeguarding
your loved ones, as well as protecting your spa against
the elements. Available in Autumn Red, Silverwood and
Harvest Wheat to match your spa cover, and in three sizes:
12’ (3.7 m), 10’ (3.0 m), and 8’ (2.4 m).
6472-108: 8’ Silverwood
6472-107: 8’ Autumn Red
6473-348: 8’ Harvest Wheat
6472-106: 10’ Silverwood
6472-105: 10’ Autumn Red
6473-347: 10’ Harvest Wheat
6472-103: 12’ Silverwood
6472-102: 12’ Autumn Red
6473-346: 12’ Harvest Wheat
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Jacuzzi® Accessories Guide
Always add R, G, or B to indicate Red (R), Gray (G) or Blonde (B) for synthetic products.
All Steps:
Depth: 21” (53cm) overall
Height: 14” (35.5cm) combined
Length: Listed below

Tables: (attach to spa)
Depth: 22” (56cm)
Height: 31.5” (80cm)
Length: 36” (91cm) and 48” (122cm) latticed sides

All Bars: (attach to spa)
Depth: 16” (40.6cm) overall
Length: Listed below

Stools:
Height: 18” (45.7cm)
Square seat

Synthetic Surround Configurations
Full Step Surround (3 sides)
(C) Corner Step (Q) 48” Step 36” Step
6473-506
6473-505
6473-504

30” Step
6473-503

(S) 24” Step (T) 21” Step
6473-502
6473-501

J-385
(94” x 94”)

2

J-375
(91” x 91”)

2

3

3

J-365/J-355
(84” x 91”)

2

1

5

J-345/J-335
(84” x84”)

2

6

J-325
(84” x 76”)

2

5

1

30” Step
6473-503

(S) 24” Step (T) 21” Step (U) 48” Table
6473-502
6473-501
6473-301

3

3

Full Step Surround With Table (3 sides)
(C) Corner Step (Q) 48” Step 36” Step
6473-506
6473-505
6473-504
J-385
(94” x 94”)

2

J-375
(91” x 91”)

2

2

3

J-365/J-355
(84” x 91”)

2

1

3

J-345/J-335
(84” x84”)

2

J-325
(84” x 76”)

2

2

3

(V) 36” Table
6473-300

1

18” Stool
6472-813
2

1

2

1

1

2

4

1

1

2

3

1

1

2

(T) 21” Step
6473-501

18” Stool
6472-813

1

2

1

Step And Bar Surround (2 sides)
(C) Corner Step (H) 69” Bar
6473-506
6473-243

(J) 66” Bar (N) 60” Bar (Q) 48” Step 36” Step
6473-241 6473-245 6473-505
6473-504

J-385
(94” x 94”)

1

J-375
(91” x 91”)

1

J-365/J-355
(84” x 91”)

1

1

J-345/J-335
(84” x84”)

1

J-325
(84” x 76”)

1

1

30” Step
6473-503

1
1

1

1

2

1

1

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

2
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SYNTHETIC gazebos
For synthetic gazebos, always add (R) Red, (G) Gray or (B) Blonde after each part number to indicate color. Gazebo and Roof part numbers are ordered
separately.
**Solara only available in (R) Red and Gray (G), roof and stools included with part number.
J-200 Gazebos

J-400 Gazebos

J-230

J-220

J-210

Las Brisas 10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m)

6473-381

6473-381

6473-381

Las Brisas 10’ x 12’ (3.0 m x 3.7 m)

6473-380

6473-380

6473-380

El Cajon 10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m)

6473-379

6473-379

6473-379

El Cajon 10’ x 12’ (3.0 m x 3.7 m)

6473-382

6473-382

6473-382

**Solara 8’ x 8’ (2.4 m x 2.4 m)

6473-386

6473-386

6473-386

J-385

J-375

J-300 Gazebos
Las Brisas 10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m)
Las Brisas 10’ x 12’ (3.0 m x 3.7 m)

6473-380

6473-380

El Cajon 10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m)
El Cajon 10’ x 12’ (3.0 m x 3.7 m)

J-480

J-470

J-460
6473-381

6473-380

6473-380

6473-380
6473-379

6473-382

6473-382

6473-382

J-365/355

J-345/335

J-325

J-315

6473-381

6473-381

6473-381

6473-381

6473-380

6473-380

6473-380

6473-380

6473-379

6473-379

6473-379

6473-379

6473-382

6473-382

6473-382

6473-382

6473-382

6473-382

N/A

N/A

N/A

6473-386

6473-386

6473-386

** Solara 8’ x 8’ (2.4 m x2.4 m)

Roof Options/ Stools for Las Brisas and El Cajon Synthetic Gazebos
10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m)

10’ x 12’ (3.0 m x 3.7 m)

Red Roof

6473-383R

Red Roof

6473-384R

Gray/Green Roof

6473-383G

Gray/Green Roof

6473-384G

24 “ Square Stool

6473-817 (R, G, or B)

24 “ Square Stool

6473-817 (R, G, or B)

Wood Gazebos & Pergolas
*Add (S) Sierra, (C) Coastal, or (N) No Stain after each part number for Wood Gazebos.
J-200 Gazebos

J-400 Gazebos

J-230

J-220

J-210

J-480

J-470

J-460

GRPT

GRPT

GRPT

N/A

N/A

GRPT

Sonoma14

Sonoma14

Sonoma14

Sonoma14

Sonoma 14

Sonoma14

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

*8’ x 8’ Lattice Wood (2.4 m x 2.4 m)

6473-387

6473-387

6473-387

N/A

N/A

6473-387

*10’ x 14’ Lattice Wood (3.0 m x 4.3 m)

6473-388

6473-388

6473-388

6473-388

6473-388

6473-388

*10’ x 14’ Enclosed Wood (3.0 m x 4.3 m)

6473-385

6473-385

6473-385

6473-385

6473-385

6473-385

Tuscany Pergola 14’ x 14’ (4.3 m x 4.3 m)
Sonoma Pergola 14’ x 14’ (4.3 m x 4.3 m)
Sierra Pergola 10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m)

J-300 Gazebos
Tuscany Pergola
14’ x 14’ (4.3 m x 4.3 m)
Sonoma Pergola
14’ x 14’ (4.3 m x 4.3 m)
Sierra Pergola
10’ x 10’ (3.0 m x 3.0 m)
*8’ x 8’ Lattice Wood
(2.4 m x 2.4 m)
*10’ x 14’ Lattice Wood
(3.0 m x 4.3 m)
*10’ x 14’ Enclosed Wood
(3.0 m x 4.3 m)

J-385

J-375

J-365/J-355

J-345/J-335

J-325

J-315

N/A

N/A

N/A

GRPT

GRPT

GRPT

Sonoma14

Sonoma14

Sonoma14

Sonoma14

Sonoma 14

Sonoma14

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

Sierra 10

N/A

N/A

N/A

6473-387

6473-387

6473-387

6473-388

6473-388

6473-388

6473-388

6473-388

6473-388

6473-385

6473-385

6473-385

6473-385

6473-385

6473-385

Roof & Options for Sonoma Pergola

Roof & Options for Sierra Pergola

Part No.

ITEM

Part No.

ITEM

Sonoma14-Latt

Roof, Sonoma Cedar Pregola

Sierra 10 Latt

Roof, Sierra Cedar Pergola

Sonoma14-PB

Pergola: Sonoma Pedestal Base (2)

Sierra10-Ext10

10’ Foot Extension, Sierra Pergola (for larger Pergola)

Sonoma14-Wall

3-panel Wall Section, Sonoma Pergola

Sierra10-Wall

10’ Wall Section, Sierra Pergola

OZONE Systems / Filter Cartridges
NOTE: Parts listed below are for models 2006 or newer.
Refer to Jacuzzi Parts Manual for parts for older models.
Ozone Systems - J-400

*= Export Only

J-480

J-470

J-460

250 mg CD 220V

6473-125

6473-125

6473-125

50 mg CD 220V

6473-124

6473-124

6473-124

N/A

N/A

N/A

J-480

J-470

J-460

20086-001

20086-001

N/A

N/A

N/A

6540-498

20076-001

20076-001

N/A

N/A

N/A

6540-496

Domestic & Export

35 mg CD Chip 220V
Filter Cartridges - J400
Filter: Cartridge - ProClear II
Filter: Cartridge - ProClear
Filter: Bag - ProCatch
Filter: Bag - ProCatch J-460
Ozone Systems - J-300

J-385

J-375

J-365

J-355

J-345

J-335

J-325

J-315

50 mg CD 220V

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

6473-123

35 mg CD Chip 220V

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

6473-122

250 mg CD 220V

6473-125

6473-125

6473-125

6473-125

6473-125

6473-125

6473-125

6473-125*

50 mg CD 220V

6473-124

6473-124

6473-124

6473-124

6473-124

6473-124

6473-124

6473-124*

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

6473-126*

Domestic (110V)

Domestic (220V) & Export

35 mg CD Chip 220V
Filter Cartridges - J-300

J-385

J-375

J-365

J-355

J-345

J-335

J-325

J-315

60 Sq. Ft. Filter & Cap

6000-383

6000-383

6000-383

6000-383

6000-383

6000-383

6000-383

6000-383

60 Sq. Ft. Filter Only

6541-383

6541-383

6541-383

6541-383

6541-383

6541-383

6541-383

6541-383

60 Sq. Ft. Cap Only

6541-384

6541-384

6541-384

6541-384

6541-384

6541-384

6541-384

6541-384

6541-383MB

6541-383MB

6541-383MB

6541-383MB

60 Sq. Ft. MicroBan Filter & Cap
Ozone Systems - J-200

6541-383MB 6541-383MB 6541-383MB 6541-383MB

J-230

J-220

J-210

50 mg CD 110V

N/A

6473-123

6473-123

35 mg CD Chip 110V

N/A

6473-122

6473-122

6473-125

6473-125*

6473-125*

Domestic (110V)

Domestic (220V) & Export
250 mg CD 220V
50 mg CD 220V

6473-124

6473-124*

6473-124*

35 mg CD Chip 220V

6473-126

6473-126*

6473-126*

Filter Cartridges - J-200
50 Sq. Ft.

J-230

J-220

J-210

373045

373045

373045
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